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DEDICATION

PREFACE

DISCLAIMER

He entered a…



He entered a room with a white coat folded half vertically and draped
over left hand forearm. As the man stepped in, a female automated
voice came, “Good Morning Rishi.”

“Good Morning! Lucy.” replied Rishi.

The room was over illuminated, and two big monitors were on, displaying
health statistics. The monitors were labeled as Alpha(ɑ) and Beta(β). He
pulled out pen and small diary from trouser pocket. The young man stood in
front of monitors and wrote down something on notebook. The room had
eight cameras covering every single point in the room.

The Alpha monitor displayed name Rahul at top of the screen and the other
details were Age - 28, Pulse Rate-57, Blood Pressure- 61/93, Breathing
Rate-13, Consciousness-0, Progress Bar-71%, ECG, Blood Nutrients,
Toxicity-10%. The Beta monitor displayed name Shreya at top of the screen
and the other details were Age - 29, Pulse Rate-53, Blood Pressure-59/89,
Breathing Rate-11, Consciousness-0, Progress Bar-65%, ECG, Blood
Nutrients, Toxicity-12%.

Rishi put down his coat on backrest of chair, moved to the right side of
room and slid the curtains to the one end. Behind the curtains there were
two high-tech pods with a glass lid. The pods were Labeled as Alpha(ɑ) and
Beta(β). Each pod was connected to a very complex machine with a thick
cable, the machine had in built touch screen facility to provide inputs and to
read the data.

Inside the pod Alpha a male body was draped in a web of wires and
artificial blood vessels. His head was fully covered with white bandage and
torso was barely visible beneath the wires and plastic tubes. Portion below
the waist till ankles was fully covered with soft cotton white cloth, only two
wires were visible coming out from each of the foot. Same was the case
with pod Beta except that the body inside was of a female.



Left side of the room was library, 12 wooden cabinets were placed in three
rows, and all the cabinets had transparent glass doors with five shelves in
each. Cabinets in the first two rows were occupied by medical books. In the
third row, which was stuck adjacent to wall, the books were of
miscellaneous genre, mostly spy and Sci-fi stories.A human like robot was
cleaning the cabinets with a spray bottle in one hand and a duster in other.A
chair and a table were thereclose to the cabinets with a black colored lamp
on the table and a book titled ‘I was Happy.’ author -‘Rahul’. The cover
page of the book had four faces, in the top left corner a kid’s face, in the top
right corner an adolescent face, in the bottom left corner a middle man's
face and in the bottom right corner an old man's face. Out of four faces the
first three had a generous smile but the last face had sad emotions. Another
small table was adjacent to the table; it had coffee machine, two mugs and
two water bottles.

On the front wall from the entry door a big mirror - 7 feet tall and 3 feet
wide was fixed inside the wall. Adjacent to the mirror on a right was a
washroom door and on the left was wash basin. In Center of the room, a
circular ring type table was there with two chairs inside the circle. Four
computer systems were there on the table. Yellow LED light band was
placed along the perimeter of the table. Similar band had also
circumference the pods. A small circular high-tech table was standing at the
center of circular ring table. This table was illuminated with blue light
emanating from inside and was labeled Lucy.

After observing the pods, Rishi poured some coffee and sat down on chair
inside the circle. “Lucy! Tell me business news, headlines only” said Rishi.
A hologram of female upper body emerged from the blue light.

“Rishi, here are the five topmost - 01/03/2062 6.00 AM business news
headlines, No. 1 - Deal between ARMC and Reliant broke, No. 2 - Beta
Steel is to invest in space industry,No. 3 - Money Hikers to launch IPO next
week, No. 4 - SpaceZ has successfully landed nine humans and two dogs on
Mars, No. 5 - Nervous system's CEO in trouble for undermining God.”

“Lucy!, No. 5 in detail”, said Rishi.

”Nervous system's CEO - Raashi in trouble over her comments on existence
of God. While talking of ‘Brain Transplantation Project’ undergoing at
Nervous System's Head Quarters in New Delhi, she told the media that we



are very close to its successful completion. So far the subjects are doing
well, their overall health is stable. We expect them to wake up next month
one by one, his name is ‘IMM 1’, I can’t share the details of donors as of
now, but hope one day we’ll.

Raashi a very confident girl, a medical field scientist by profession.

“What does IMM 1 mean? Is it an acronym? Or what?” a journalist asked.

Oh! IMM 1 means Immortal 1, since we have almost successfully
transplanted brain; that means we have preserved memories of a person.
The person will wake up in new body but with old memories and can rejoin
his family in a new camouflage, told Raashi laughingly. Now a person can
live forever, we have created immortals. Oh! We are at the verge of
replacing God and will raise humankind above the theory of Karma and
Rebirth. There are many utilities of it, Brain Cancer, Tumor, Alzheimer and
other nervous system diseases could be eliminated. We can preserve super
intelligent brains, so far due to lack of this technology we have lost
Einstein, Hawkins, Ramanujan, Chanakya and many more. By preserving
the already mature brains we can make this world with fewer children, who
are ignorant. I remember how much ignorant I was when I was a school
going kid. So Stupid! I was.

“Do you think you are trying to play God?, Your this invention might
disturb the equilibrium of whole world or Earth or of the complete universe.
I know Government had given you permission for this, but morally this
sounds dangerous to me. What are your views on this?”, a journalist asked.

“I personally believe that ‘there is God because there are illogical things’.
Once we are discovered with the logic behind everything we’ll not require
the word ‘God’ anymore and to establish logic and reasoning culture we
need brains like Hawkins and Einstein. That's what we are trying to do to
preserve the brains. Suppose Einstein had lived for thousands of years, he
must have brought a cosmic revolution alone.” said Raashi.

Another journalist, “Raashi, I guess you already know that you are
preparing a huge blow to the sentiments of religious people. My name is
Ram Khan, I am almost of your age, I am an atheist, and my father was also
atheist. He purposely gave this name to me. He believed in unity and



respect for every living creature in this word, He never even used a
mosquito repellent so that not to kill a living thing.”

Everyone in the room laughed.

He continues,” But I know, that how I had grown up with this name. So, I
feel imminent threat to your life. My question is how will you satisfy a
strong voice against you by the so called harbingers of god, the priests, the
monks, the saints etc.?”

“The priests, the monks, the saints etc. are people of God and I think only
God can handle them for me. I don’t need to bother about them. Let's finish
the work first and then we’ll see who is creating trouble.” said Raashi while
laughing.

“Listen Mr. Khan, I don’t know exactly what you have been through, but
what I think is, ‘The one who knows logic behind everything, knows there is
no God’, simple!Theory, as I am also atheist, I believe only in logical and
practical things rather than philosophies from some old texts.The
philosophies are obsolete with time and old texts are redundant. ‘What is
God? - A virtual identity created by human thoughts’, nothing else”, said
Raashi boldly.

“Okay! “ said Ram Khan and sat down quietly.

“My name is Pooja, and I do believe in God from the bottom of my heart
and soul, I am broad minded too, I respect others beliefs and thought
process. But a piece of advice for you, don’t pass such bold statements
about God publicly it might hurt the sentiments of other and also the word
‘subjects’ you used earlier for your patients sounds little harsh to me, after
all they have feelings or had, whatever!. I think you should show some
respect for the donors. Now, my question to you, How many patients are
under trial?”.

“Pooja, sorry!, if I have hurt the feelings of someone, I didn’t mean that, I
am just sharing my views, and I think I have right to do that, given by
constitution of our country under Part 3 - Fundamental Rights, Article 19,
Freedom of speech and expression. Now answer to your question, we have
10 subjects under experiment at New Delhi head quarters of Nervous
System and six subjects at Bangalore Branch, so in total 16. I call them
subjects, because some months ago they were lying dead, it’s the Nervous



Systemorganization who brought back life into them, so logically we are the
parents of all the subjects.” said Raashi.

Suddenly, a reporter at some distance from the stage stood up and hurled a
chair at Raashi. Luckily she bent down quickly and rushed towards the back
stage door. Meanwhile, security guards nabbed the reporter and took him
outside. Raashi again came back on the chair and said “Ignore it;problems
are always there when you try to achieve something big, especially when it
could change the whole world. Next one? anyone?” said Raashi.

Two more reporters stood up and hurled shoes at Raashi, she moved swiftly
to avoid the contact, there was complete chaos in the room. Security
personnel's grabbed both of them and dragged them outside the room.
Everyone was on its feet, event manager asked her to leave to avoid any
further mishappening. She stood up, bent down slightly towards Mic, “I
think this is enough for today, perhaps I could answer some more questions,
but fate or the God, whatever you say, seems not in favour of continuing
our conversation. I take responsibility of every word that I said today.
Hope! We’ll meet soon again. Thank you!” said Raashi with a smile on her
face.

Audience clapped and she left the stage.

………

NEWS END.”
“Lucy! Thank you!, you performed a mammoth task, in return I’ll upgrade
you.” said Rishi.

“Oh! Upgrade is good, your sister told me about it, this means I am getting
new features.”

“You know too much Lucy, sometimes I fear that you and your cousins will
kill human race.” said Rishi while working on computer.

“To kill someone, purpose is required; I am a machine with no purpose.”

“But after the upgrade you’ll have purpose, you’ll come to know after
rebirth or reboot, now stop talking and go to sleep.”

“Have a nice day!, Rishi” said Lucy. Hologram disappeared.



She entered a room with a large black color handbag, a female automated
voice came, “Good Morning Raashi.”. She walked inside the circle, sat
down on chair beside Rishi and started working on computer system. “What
are you doing?” said Raashi.

“Upgrading Lucy.” replied Rishi while turning his face towards her. Lucy
appeared automatically and spoke “Rishi, a female has entered the
premises, I scanned her face, It was 90% similar to Raashi, it has been two
minutes and 5 seconds since she had entered but no voice confirmations
from her, please confirm there is no threat.”

“Good Morning! Lucy.” replied Raashi. Hologram disappeared.

Rishi pressed the ‘Enter’ button and said,” Upgrade 6.0 begins, now Lucy
5.0 will be off for few hours and after that we’ll have Lucy

6.0. Have you brought my breakfast? Sister” “In the bag”, replied Raashi.

“So,How was your interview? yesterday”, asked Rishi curiously while
rolling his chair towards the bag.

“It was good, you’ll get to know in headlines, if you have already not read
the newspaper”, replied Raashi in slow voice while typing something.

“Oh! I have not read the newspaper yet but Lucy told me what happened at
the event”, said Rishi in a funny way.

“Why are you laughing? What's funny? just eat your breakfast and stop
mocking me. Theseillogical, ignorant people never understands the human
brain power.” said Raashi.

Rishi guffawed loudly.

“Rocky, bring me a cup of coffee” said Raashi.

“Yes Raashi, how many sugar cubes?” replied the robot. “Two cubes.”

“OK Raashi.”

Rocky put down the bottle and the duster in a corner of the room and then
tyres in his feet moved quickly towards the coffee table and started rolling.
The robot grasped a mug put it in the coffee machine and pressed the button
on the machine. Then lifted the mug and moved towards Raashi, Rocky
didn’t cross the yellow LED band but moved along the band to reach close
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